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ELECTROMAGNETISM
We want to briefly discuss electromagnetism because it is the key to the understanding of many of the secrets which have been
hidden and kept from you for so long.[1] You have a right to know these things - as well as many others - however going into
complex details would require many volumes and you would likely not understand anyway.
Later, we will discuss NWO Principle 24 and you will realize that all the disinformation you have been taught to accept as truth is by
deliberate design.
Tesla taught about free energy. This is based upon the standing waves between the Earth and the ionosphere at a frequency of 400
KHz. If you were conservative, this "free" energy could make life comfortable for everyone on Earth. Unfortunately, "free" is a
four letter word and the government backed by big money does not like this idea and Tesla - who wanted to freely share his
knowledge - was silenced and essentially all his work declared secret.
Now, as we said, the free energy is actually free and sufficient assuming you use it wisely. However, there are limits. The
governments have huge desires for energy for their various black projects. HAARP, for example, transmits billions of watts into the

upper atmosphere in an attempt to control the weather and other stuff. Other countries have similar devices. Opening artificial
"wormholes" to other planets requires lots of energy too. All the secret underground installations need energy. Eventually, you max
out the system. So, to simply illustrate, take an ordinary carbon-zinc size D flashlight battery and hold it in your hand. Then, take
some wire and short it out. Notice, it gets warm because you placed more demand upon it than it is designed to deliver. So,
considering this, you may begin to realize the true reason for so called "global warming". Keep it up and life will cease to exist here.
The Sun [1] is also an electromagnetic structure. Heat from the Sun is not caused by millions of nuclear explosions but, rather, by
electromagnetism. The nuclear explosion garbage is disinformation. Activities on the Sun interfere with man made activities on
earth based upon electromagnetism such as electricity transmission and radio transmissions because both are based upon
electromagnetism and, of course, the Sun is stronger.
Electromagnetism also plays a key role in antigravity technology.
The classic "Tesla coil" makes cute sparks but little else. It is not the real Tesla coil. The real Tesla device consisted of several coils
and the key to operation was how they were "tuned". Obviously, if an ordinary radio receiver is not correctly tuned in to a signal,
nothing will happen. Tuning is everything. Now, continuing on, if you tune two Tesla coils to send a directed field at each other
and get the tuning right, you can open dimensional portals and do all sorts of other neat stuff.
Electromagnetism also affects you because you have electromagnetic properties. So, if you align your body with your head facing
East when the magnetic field of the Earth is peaking between the hours of 3AM and 6AM, you have a much better chance of having
some type of "out of body" experience.
So, to summarize, understanding the principles of electromagnetism is very important and the more you are versed in this, the higher
the probability you will come to understand things and principles that others have kept hidden from you for many years.

ACCESS TO KNOWLEDGE
Access to knowledge is free. It is part of the design of the Creation and is known as the Akashic Records. However, a certain level
of skill is required to access and understand these records.
Obviously, if information could not be somehow limited, the structure of our present society could not exist since it is based upon
information control. So, let's briefly recap the main structure of the information control system used here. The basic "security
clearance" categories are:
BLACK - No Access
BLUE - Confidential
RED - Secret
YELLOW - Top Secret
GREEN - Intelligence
VIOLET - Psychic (Remote Viewers, Psi Corp, etc.)
WHITE- All Access - Earth Natives
CLEAR - All Access - ET's
Top Secret by itself is not much use but is needed to get into the "good stuff" which are the SCI's (Sensitive Compartmentalized
Intelligence) and SAP's (Special Access Projects). The SAP's is where all the exciting stuff happens like "jump rooms" to Mars.
Now, at this level, there are are potential issues you should consider. Many or most of the people recruited to go on these super
secret missions never remember anything when the mission is concluded. This is because your memories are erased when they are
finished "using you". Basically, you are a "toy". They pick you up - sell you some fantastic story of an incredible future - and then
you end up tossed away with no recall of what happened.
People with the "All Access" clearances do not get their memories erased and they are free to go and come from all the SAP's on this
planet and elsewhere. Essentially, they are the "Made Men".

However, to maintain this system, it is necessary to deliberately damage the general population - the slaves - so their natural psychic
abilities are neutralized. This is the reasoning behind the fluoride in the water, the mercury and aluminum in the vaccines, the
chemtrails, the psychiatric drugs, the planetary fence and all that similar stuff.
If the interference system never existed (and it does not in societies on advanced planets) or if it was removed from our world,
people would gradually and consistently make forward Spiritual progress and eventually outgrow the need to exist in this density.

LIVING UNIVERSE - PLANETARY SPIRITS
You need to understand that the Universe is alive. Life is everywhere. Earth is not "just a rock". It is a living creature and has a
Planetary Spirit. So do other planets. All life forms desire to continue to exist and will defend themselves if their existence is
threatened. Earth's Planetary Spirit is no exception. There is a limit to the amount of abuse She will tolerate. Simple alterations can
knock Earth out of its "sweet spot" where life is possible and quickly end all life if needed. Many cultures - some of which continue
to exist today - understand that life in harmony with nature is the best and most rewarding path.
Western thought and philosophy do not agree and the path they have chosen will eventually result in the end of their existence if
they refuse to change. They view nature as some type of obstacle in their way to their desires which can be defeated with science
and force. It can't. You are just as much a part of the "living Universe" as any other life form. It is foolish to entertain the thought
that you are somehow so "exceptional" that Nature will bend to your will and "power". It appears that this lesson will have to be
learned the hard way.

EPOCHS
Today, we know that previously unknown civilizations existed on the Earth. Although it is comforting to believe that we live in the
most advanced civilization and that all previous civilizations were populated by some type of savages or barbarians, it is simply not
true. New hard evidence of previous "epochs" can be seen through such techniques as "LIDAR" which can show us images of
previously unknown civilizations buried deep below forests. Who were these people - what was their culture - what was their level
of technology. We can only guess. However, it is clear that, in all our "greatness", we cannot duplicate various things, like the
Egyptian Pyramids, which we also cannot deny exist.
Who or what has called this planet home throughout its billions of years of history. We don't know. However, if you take the
classic Christian Bible as a reference, the evidence suggests that man was a relatively recent development. The key is in the phrase,
"There were giants in the Earth at that time and also afterward when the Sons of God came into the Daughters of Men". The Earth
was populated before the existence of man. Also, there is a clear distinction between "men" and "sons of God" which suggests that
men are not "sons of God". Also, the plural "giants" does not mean "more than one giant" but, rather, "more than one species of
giant". Also, note, they did not live "on" the Earth but, rather, "in" the Earth and are likely still there today.
A good guess would be that "sons of God" refers to creatures who were created by the Will of God and that "men" [which means us]
were created by "something else". This is in conformance to the theories of Zecharia Sitchin [2] who argues that "man" was
manufactured by genetic engineers. So, these engineers were "Sons of God" but "men" were not ordained by God but, rather, were
creatures manufactured by other advanced beings.
It should also be realized that every time a "son of God" had sex with a "daughter of man", the offspring would have enhanced DNA
because more "pure" DNA would be added. The Bible states that these offspring were "mighty men". So, if this process continued and it likely did - the offspring between one of these creatures and another "son of God" would create an even more advanced
creature. This pool of "mighty men" would gradually approach but never actually reach the status of a "son of God". However, they
would get close enough to "jump" from a Group II creature to a Group I creature which is their current status. See the definitions of
the Groups in our book "TEXT".
Many civilizations on other planets make steady forward progress. This is natural evolution. However, Earth does not.
Civilizations on Earth progress to a point and then are destroyed somehow and human evolution slowly begins again "from scratch".
Each of these periods is an "epoch". There is no easy way to know just how many epochs there have been - thousands - millions -

who knows. Remember, the Earth is billions of years old.
The key to understanding epochs is to look at the sequences of choices humanity makes. Man has free will. Unfortunately, humans
appear to be inherently self destructive and have consistently made choices which lead to their eventual destruction. They do this
over and over again. They never learn.
Who knows what lead to the end in previous epochs. However, we do know the sequence for the present epoch. So, let's briefly
cover some main points:
(1) Mine and Yours
We begin with the "hunter gathers". Everyone was equal. The concept of "ownership" did not exist. Money did not exist. People
worked for the survival of the collective. Survival, in this era, depended upon this philosophy.
But, once the concept of "mine and yours" drifted into the human consciousness, everything changed.
Some groups retained their "purity". The American Indians are a good example. They believed they owned nothing and were
merely "custodians" of the Earth which was provided to them by the "Great Spirit". When we encountered them, we killed them.
Obviously, their philosophy was incompatible with our concepts of conquest and ownership so they had to go lest they contaminate
the young with their "ridiculous" ideology.
(2) Crossroads
There have been many "crossroads". Whenever mankind came to one of these crossroads, choices had to be made which affected all
future events. When the famous "Roswell Crash" happened, there were two paths forward. One path - the path of truth and honesty
- would have ushered in a new era. However, the path of denial and secrecy was chosen which lead to our "hermit society" of today
with unbelievable (and expensive) information control technology to preserve an imaginary reality the leaders clearly knew was
false.
When mass destruction devices were sought, Tesla advocated particle beam weapons but Einstein advocated nuclear weapons.
Again, the self destructive choice of nuclear weapons was made. Use of nuclear weapons is a violation of Galactic Law. This is
because they cause random disruptions in space time. Navigation corridors used for travel by all advanced civilizations require
stability. Detonation of these devices can disrupt this stability. Therefore, the source of the disruption is immediately located and
the ET's come to investigate. Attempting to talk sense to Earthers, unfortunately, proved fruitless thereby justifying more direct
methods in accordance with Galactic Law.
Particle beam weapons, however, are legal under Galactic Law.
(3) Materialism
When the ET's came, civilizations like the Pleiadeans advocated that Earth should take a break from materialism and war and spend
some time contemplating Spirituality. "Give up weapons - No Way", snorted the Generals. So Spiritual development was
abandoned in favor of war and material conquest. Another disastrous choice at the "crossroads".
(4) Desire
Desire, for essentially everything, formed the consciousness of man. The more you possess, the greater you are. Actually, the
opposite is true. However, mankind has never learned this.
(5) Black Magick
Materialistic desire for money, power and control of other Souls stimulated the negative choice to peruse black magick as a
mechanism to achieve their desires. This choice never ends well. Wherever such a choice is made, disaster is sure to follow

eventually. Although you can briefly succeed or appear to succeed, eventually it will be time to "pay the piper". When this time
comes - and it will - things will not go well.

EARTH TIPPING POINT NOW PAST
Life as we know it exists only in a narrow band of parameters. Outside of this "sweet zone", life cannot exist. Evidence now
suggests [5] that man's meddling has pushed the envelope too far and the food chain which sustains us is collapsing. This means
Earth will enter another "extinction period", as the scientists like to call it.
As serious as this sounds and is, there is no indication that the various industries who are causing this have any intent to slow down
or even stop their activities. Since these are intelligent people, the only logical explanation for their reckless behavior is that they
simply don't care what happens to the Earth because they have somewhere else to live when the system eventually collapses.
Otherwise, their desire to continue to exist would force them to discontinue their march toward suicide.
So, we assume they have a survival plan - for themselves and their friends - which does not include you.

TOP SECRET PHYSICS
THE ELEMENTS [L1]

These are the so called "Platonic Solids". After running out of names for all the sub-atomic particles they were discovering, the
scientists finally realized that they needed to go to the level "above" matter in order to understand matter. This search eventually led
them back to the ancient (and original) science of Alchemy. Everything which exists in the Physical Universe originates from these
basic Elements. To understand the mechanics of this process gives you the power of creation. The Dodecahedron is the key. This is
the Ether element present in all Spiritual capable (Group I) creatures. If you do not have it, you can exist but you cannot enter the
Spiritual Planes beyond the barriers of the created worlds. Therefore, it is the most sacred of all the Elements.
Now, scientists are beginning to understand the science used in previous epochs where the life forms were advanced far beyond
anything we can imagine.
Russia appears to be leading the way and has announced it now knows how to "transmute" any element into any other element. This

is Alchemy. [6]

SCI FI USED AS RECRUITMENT TOOL
Since it supposedly impossible to travel fast enough to reach distant planets, why does science fiction consistently show young
people stories of exotic travels to the stars.
Of course the answer is that is not impossible - just top secret. The science fiction shows are recruiting videos. If you are smart and
excel in science and show an interest in these things, eventually professors who have top secret clearances will notice you. If they
decide you are an appropriate candidate, they will intimate to you that all these "impossible" things could very well actually be
possible. Eventually, this could lead to inviting you to sign non disclosure agreements and open the pathway for you to be allowed
to study the "forbidden" knowledge such as temporal physics, theories of antigravity and such leading to an eventual career in areas
forbidden to ordinary people.

NWO PRINCIPLE 24
Perhaps the most important principle in the original world control master plan [see our book "NWO Progress Notes"] is Principle
24. It states, "Fool, bemuse and corrupt the younger members of society by teaching them theories and principles we know to
be false".
This principle has been implemented today in essentially all areas of knowledge. Kids are taught to memorize concepts and theories
which are designed to lead them into some dead end so that their lifetime is wasted and they accomplish nothing. A college degree
in any of the sciences is worthless because kids can't be taught the truth. It is illegal to tell the truth - about anything. The truth is
"top secret". Through this method, the general population is kept "barefoot and pregnant" and are destined to stumble through life
not knowing who they really are, why they are here, where they came from or where they are going. Essentially, they simply exist
in a situation similar to the classic computer game "Lemmings".

THE GALILEO EXAMPLE
Galileo, as we now all know, proved that the Earth revolved about the Sun. The official party line at that time was that the Sun
revolved about the Earth. To contest this view meant certain death at the hands of the Catholic Church which specified what people
must believe to be truth. Dissent was not tolerated.
So, when Galileo presented his proof, he was arrested and taken before the Pope for judgment. The Pope agreed with Galileo and
also told him that they - the "Priestcraft" - had always known this but ordinary people were not ready to know the truth and so he
must be silenced. However, since the Pope knew he had spoken the truth, he was not killed but, instead, confined to a life of
isolation and his writings suppressed.
So, we should ask: (1) Who are these people who feel they have the right to control truth and force humanity to live in a contrived
illusion under penalty of death and (2) How much other truths do they know that are being deliberately withheld from us to keep us
stupid and docile. We know that the Vatican archives contain accurate historical records dating back to at least Babylon. What do
they know that they never intend us to know and what right does this Satanic cult - which rapes kids and routinely has human
sacrifices in the basement of the Vatican - have to control the lives of the great majority of honest God fearing people by
withholding critical truths about life.

PUBLIC EDUCATION SYSTEM
The classic public education system today has nothing to do with education. It is a carefully designed system to turn kids into
programmed slaves to serve the state. The so called "common core" system is not local to the US but is, rather, a global scheme

designed by the United Nations to program the entire population of the world to be some type of "obedient clones" with identical
world views as specified by the shadow leadership.
Resistors are treated harshly. The most common "correction" for non conforming thoughts is forced drugging with powerful mind
control agents which, essentially, cause a "chemical lobotomy". So, your choice is to either train your mind to conform to the wishes
of the state or be brain damaged until you have no mind left.
There are escape pathways from this system such as home schooling and home school clubs. These systems, operated by concerned
parents, actually teach kids the truth if they are fortunate enough to have access to such systems. Most, unfortunately, do not.

PLAYBOOKS: 1984 & ATLAS SHRUGGED
1984
This code book is almost complete. The electronic "Planetary Fence" [search: "planetary fence"] is the final step. Small nano
devices sprayed in "chemtrails" are too small to be seen with the naked eye. Once inhaled, they begin to assemble themselves into
larger structures. They will provide essentially total mind control of the general population. Al bielek [4] estimates that about 85%
of the population is under mind control. Science is confused as to why about 15% of the population appears to have some kind of
natural immunity and are escaping the mind control signals. They are trying to understand and "fix" this problem.
Atlas Shrugged
This appears to be the active code book for the current era. Ayn Rand - the author of this book - was reportedly one of the
mistresses of Phillip Rothschild and composed the book under his guideace. The book outlines the destruction of Earth as
envisioned by the Illuminati. The master plan is [3] [L1]:
There are six areas of society in which the Illuminati intends to rule:
1) Religious
2) Political
3) Economic
4) Educational
5) Military
6) Social
On August 1, 1972 Philippe Rothschild sent some papers to a meeting of the Council of 13 by State courier to San Antonio, Texas.
Besides the usual pay-off notes and progress reports, the papers included a projected takeover plan. The main key points are::
1 Federal gun law taking weapons away from citizens.
2 Presidential Martial Law Act — This allows the President in time of “National Emergency” to suspend the Constitution, Congress,
and the economic system. The President, in essence, becomes dictator of America.
3 Anti-Hoarding Act — This makes it a felony to have more than 30-days supply of food, fuel or medicine stored up at one time.
Plans for America: Make every person totally dependent of the government by:
1) Creating a pseudo-fuel shortage and food shortage.
2) Confiscate all guns.
3) Calling for “Helter Skelter” (All trucks, trains, planes, and ships, except Military, will stop. An army of some 200,000 white
prisoners and motorcycle gang members will create mass insanity in the streets by bombing church buildings, raping, murdering, and
other fear tactics.)
4) Declaring Martial Law. Activate the National Guard to keep order, after the public cries out for any kind of help. There will be
one policeman to every 5 people. Once this “National Emergency” is declared, it will never be cancelled.

MOVING DAY
Previous epochs have come and gone. Physical traces of many remain. Life for humans begins from scratch. For example, they
must learn to use fire. Gradually, they progress.
However, not everyone or everything in the previous epoch is lost. Some escape and also take accumulated technology with them.
The "escapees" go various places. Some go underground [1] and some leave this solar system and settle down elsewhere. Maybe
they return periodically to visit. This brings us to "moving day". The Earth has now been damaged to the point where it will soon
be unable to support life. The food chain will collapse [5]. The surface population will not survive. However, others - the "chosen
ones" - will.
They have various destinations in mind. Remember, once you understand antigravity, it does not matter how big a spacecraft is.
Ships reportedly the size of Manhattan have occasionally been seen. It does not happen often because they have cloaking
technology and so are generally invisible. They will ferry the "selected" to one of the so called "Goldilocks" planets you
periodically hear about. Some may stay in the underground cities. The "ordinary" people will be abandoned on the surface and left
to die.
Eventually, the Planetary Spirit will regenerate the surface of the Earth and life will spring forth once again. A new epoch will
begin.

LEGAL
[L1] Reproduced in accordance with the "fair use" provision of Title 17 U.S.C. § 107 for a non-profit educational purpose.
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